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ON THE EXISTENCE OF co-POINTS

ANDRZEJ SZYMAÑSKI

Abstract. Without additional axioms to ZFC it is shown that each point of

a dense-in-itself Hausdorff space in which nonempty Gs's have nonempty

interiors is an u-point.

For a cardinal number y and a point p of a topological space X, we say

that p is a 7-point of X if p lies simultaneously on the boundaries of (at least)

7 pairwise disjoint open subsets of X. N. Hindman [5] has shown that if the

Continuum Hypothesis (co+ = 2") is assumed, then every point of ßu - co,

the space of nonprincipal ultrafilters on the countably infinite discrete space

co, is a 2"-point. The same conclusion has been established by E. van Douwen

[4] from the hypothesis P(2a): If 9 is a family of subsets of co, the cardinality

of 9 (\9\) is less than 2W and f! 9 is infinite for each finite subfamily 9 C 9,

then there is an infinite S c « such that S - F is finite for each F E 9. The

hypothesis P(2") follows from Martin's Axiom [1], which is a consequence of

the Continuum Hypothesis, and is essentially weaker than Martin's Axiom

[6]. As a generalization of Hindman's result to higher cardinals can be seen a

result by K. Prikry [8], who proved that if a is regular and a+ =2", then

every point of U(a), the space of all uniform ultrafilters on a, is a 2a-point of

U(a).

In the proofs of all known results concerning the problem of whether each

point of U(a) is a 7-point of U(a) for a y > 2 and an a > co, some additional

set-theoretic assumptions were used. This naturally leads to the question of

whether that problem can be solved without any special set-theoretic

assumptions. Some results in this direction were recently obtained by W. W.

Comfort and N. Hindman [2]. Here we show that each nonisolated point of a

Hausdorff space X, in which nonempty G6's have nonempty interiors, is an

co-point of X whenever the cellularity of X or the character of that point is not

Ulam-measurable. This implies that each point of ßu> — co is an co-point of

jSco - co, which is an answer to a question raised by W. W. Comfort (a letter),

E. van Douwen [4] and R. Telgàrsky (oral communication).
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Results. Before, the following definitions are needed.

A P*-point of a space A" is a point which lies in the interior of every

intersection of countable many regularly open sets containing the point.

A family % of pairwise disjoint open subsets of a space A" is a cellular

family for p, p E X, if p G cl U for U E % and p E cl U 6ll. If p is a

nonisolated point of a Hausdorff space X, then there exists a cellular family

for p of cardinality not greater than x(p, X), the character of p, and there

exists a cellular family for p of cardinality not greater than c(X), the

cellularity of X.

A cardinal a is Ulam-measurable if there is a nonprincipal ultrafilter £ on a

such that H 9 E £ whenever 9 c £ and |ÍF| < co. Let us recall some known

facts (see [7]) which will be used in the sequel without explicit mention.

(1) to is not Ulam-measurable;

(2) if a is not Ulam-measurable and ß < a, then ß, as well as 2", are not

Ulam-measurable.

Lemma 1. Let p be a P*-point of a space X and let % be a cellular family for

p. If \tyl\ is not Ulam-measurable, then there exists %' c % such that

p E cl U <&' n cl U (% - <&').

Proof. Consider the subfamilies â of % such that/? £ cl U A, and then

consider the set £ consisting of all subfamilies % - & of % for â as above.

If F c £ and F is countable, then C\F Ei Since % - (U} E £ for each

U E % and ¡%,| is not Ulam-measurable, £ is not an ultrafilter on %.

Therefore, there exists %' c %■ such that %' g £ and % - %' g £. There is

/? G cl U %' n cl U (% - %')■

Lemma 2. Le//? èe a P*-point of a space X and let % be a cellular family for

p. If |%| is not Ulam-measurable, then p is an w-point of X.

Proof. If 9 c 6lL, then \9\ is not Ulam-measurable. Using Lemma 1, we

construct inductively a sequence %, d <3¡i2 d . . . of subfamilies of % such

that/? G cl U %■„ n cl U (%„_! - %„) for each n. Since the members of %

are pairwise disjoint, the sets Vn = U (%„_, _ ^Ln) are pairwise disjoint and

p G clF„ for each n. Thus/? is an co-point.

Theorem. Let p be a nonisolated point of a Hausdorff space X in which

nonempty Gs's have nonempty interior. If c(X) or x(P> X) is not Ulam-

measurable, then p is an u-point of X.

Proof. Let 9IL be a maximal, possibly empty, family of pairwise disjoint

open subsets of X such that

(\)p G cltV for each U E 91L;

(2) each U E 911 is contained in an Fä-subset of X which does not contain

P-
Then/? clearly is an co-point of X if 91L is infinite.

If 911 is finite (or even countable), then it easily follows from (1) and (2)
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that p is an accumulation point of the set 7 = Int f\ {X — U: U G ÇH},

since nonempty Ga's have nonempty interiors. Let Y be the subspace {p) u 7

of *. Clearly, c(Y) = c(7) < c(X), and X(P, X) > x(P, Y). Hence there

exists a cellular family for p in Y having not Ulam-measurable cardinality,

since c(X) or x(p, X) is not Ulam-measurable. So if we can show that/? is a

P*-point of y, then it follows from Lemma 2 that/7 is an co-point of Y, hence

of X, since Y - {p) = 7 is open in X.

It remains to show that/7 is a P*-point of Y. Suppose not. Then there is a

family {Vn: n < co} of regularly open subsets of Y, each containing/?, such

that/? G Int y H {Vn:n < co), but then also

p G Inty n {clyK„: « < co} = Inty(r n H {clK„: n < co}).

Hence the set

W = Y - n {clK„: « < co} = 7 - f"l {clK„: w < co}

is an open subset of X with p E c\W. As W c 7 and W7 c UfA' - F„:

« < co}, this contradicts the maximality of 91L. This completes the proof.

Remark. It might be worthwhile to point out, according to a comment by

the referee, that in the main theorem the condition that c(X) or x(p, X) be

not Ulam-measurable is superfluous if p is not a P*-point.

Corollary. If a is not Ulam-measurable, then each point of ß(a) — a is an

o)-point of ß(a) — a.

Proof. The space ß(a) - a is a dense-in-itself (compact) Hausdorff space

in which nonempty Gs's have nonempty interiors and c(ß(a) — a) < 2" [3].
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